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LEVEL C WORKBOOK NOTES 
 
 
 

FORWARD 
 
 

This book was prepared as a resource for trainers and trainee instructors in an endeavour to 
simplify the learning process for the Level C Workbook. It is not intended to replace the 
recommended manuals and reading material suggested in the workbook, rather more it is an 
adjunct and aid to learning. This year I have decided to include some revisions and some 
additional information that I hope will be of further assistance to other coaches and those 
seeking to become instructors in riding and horsemanship.  

 

As a trainer, I strive to improve my methods continuously and as such I have come to realise 
just how fallible I can be, sometimes forgetting or overlooking information that should have 
been included. I began by compiling information sheets on equine related subjects, thinking 
these to be of assistance; which they are, but over the years they have become so many they 
themselves fill two very large ring binders: so back to the ‘KISS’ method, some simple notes 
that contain the relevant points needed to form the basis of the workbook requirements. 
These, I hope will not only be of assistance to myself, but also to other trainers and 
candidates intending to sit their level C Instructor’s certificate or assisting riders to attain their 
PCA ‘C’ efficiency standard. 

 

I encourage you all to continue past this, as the saying goes ‘We are never too old to learn’ 
and there is just so much to learn and discover about these fascinating, four legged creatures 
we work with and such joy to be gained from the faces of young riders who are 
understanding and enjoying their horses. 

 

Despite their usefulness, I reiterate that these notes are not intended to replace the 
publications recommended by PCQ which provided a wealth of information that will over the 
years continue to assist you to develop your skills, please, use those as the valuable 
resource they are. 

 
 
Megan Wray 
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GROUP CONTROL 
 

Riding Instructors will teach skills to a varied range of students. They are required to adapt their 
skills to the talents and ages of riders; this is particularly true of Pony Club. This makes it 
necessary to teach a broad range of fundamental skills that will enable riders to adapt to varying 
situations. 
The disposition of riders and that of their mounts must be considered. Often riders are new to 
Pony Club, or nervous of their mounts or the situation. They may lack the skills of other riders, 
be on a difficult pony or possibly be unmounted for the day. They must all be catered for. 
Sometimes an assistant may be required for an unruly pony; unmounted students can help with 
equipment, possibly supervision, and feedback. 
The teaching venue should provide an appropriate and safe environment for riders to learn in. 
Do not be too ambitious and work in an open as opposed to a safer, closed space. Stand 
downwind from riders where they are clearly visible at all times; i.e. at the side of the arena or 
circle so the riders are not behind your back. Do not ask riders or yourself to look into the sun 
and ensure they are able to hear you. 
Clear commands must be established and rules set. Commands should be given at an 
appropriate time; look ahead to ensure there is sufficient room for an order to be carried out. 
Allow riders time to prepare and adjust prior to introducing them to new situations. 
Learn to control the class through simple movements. 

Remember 

When teaching skills, establish what the rider wants to learn, what the rider needs to learn and 
what is needed to develop the rider’s confidence. 
Skills taught must be simple enough to guarantee a successful performance yet challenging 
enough to maintain the rider’s interest. 
Be definite, clear and concise – have an objective for what you are doing. 
Communicate differently with horse and rider – use more than one method for each. 
Use practical feel – “Did you feel that -What did you feel?” 
Making mistakes is part of learning, how can you tell something is right if you have never been 
wrong? 
As a teacher- you cannot make people learn – they must have the desire to do so. 
Intelligent horses are like intelligent children – if you don’t give them something to do - they will 
invent something! 

Words Of Command 

Everyone,   Whole Ride,  Individuals, etc.       Prepare To,  On the Command 
Single File,  Sections,  Half Sections,  Troop 
Open Order,  Closed Order.   Go Large (Outside or large track of arena) 
Left/right Rein,  Forward (Walk/Trot) March,  Right/left Turn,  Right/left Wheel. 

Discipline 

Never bully – Try not to Show Favourites – Do not Show Sarcasm – Avoid Confrontation. 
Respect is a two-way thing, the right attitude breeds respect. 
Be assertive, never rude. You can be polite and still maintain discipline. 
Expect reasonable behaviour and see that you get it. Eg, without raising your voice 
1st  “(Rider’s name) Stop talking please, I’m speaking.” 
2nd “(R) I asked you to stop talking, others can’t hear the lesson.” 
3rd “(R) I asked you to stop talking. Now I am telling you, Stop Talking Now!” 
4th “(R) Bring your horse and come and stand beside me.” 
5th “(R) Dismount, leave the lesson, unsaddle your horse and tie it up.” 
It is also possible to put the responsibility back on the rider. Eg, 
“You may be able to manage that but the little ones see you do it, when they try, they get hurt!” 
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GEARCHECKS 

Whenever you take a lesson never presume a gear check has been done, always check for 
yourself. 

Rider 

Health Their general health on the day and any known medical problems. 
Helmet Approved standard and correctly fitted, especially straps adjusted to fit. 
Boots Pony Club approved and in suitable condition; (soles not lapping etc.) 
Body Protectors Are a good option but should be correctly fitted; they are not designed for 

multi-rider use, they are intended to mould to rider’s shape 

Horse 

Health  General condition and health on the day and any known medical problems. 
Behaviour         Unusual behaviour or appearance.  
Suitability         Their suitability to rider’s ability and needs 
Behaviour         Behaviour with other animals; i.e. kicking biting etc 

 

Saddlery for Pony Club; consider: Is it Legal? is it Suitable? Being used correctly? 

All Gear General condition of leather and cleanliness 
 Buckles done up properly and ends in keepers 
 Worn or damaged parts or stitching 
 Correct size and fit 

Bridles Noseband fitted in correct position. 
 Placement of bit in mouth. 
 Curb chains lying flat and correctly adjusted. 
 Stops on reins if martingale used. 
 Reins are not too long or too short and suited to the size of the rider’s hands. 
 If reins are knotted, that buckle is undone, and loose ends dealt with. 

Saddle In correct position 
 Sitting straight and level; the waist should be lowest point of the seat. 
 Girth correct type, adjustment (lonsdales for long girth points) 
 Sufficient clearance over withers and along back 
 Stirrup leathers even and in good order, bars not restricting removal or release 
 Stirrup size, suited to rider’s boot (or ‘breakaways’) 
 Stirrup adjustment, for individual riders and discipline; eg dressage, jumping…  
 Girth guards 
 Saddlecloth adjustment, cleanliness and position 
 Surcingles if required with girth 

Other Martingales, breastplates correctly fitted and adjusted 
 Bandages (not recommended), correctly applied with pads underneath 
 Boots right size and correctly fitted and adjusted 
 Neck-straps recommended for safety especially jumping 

ADJUSTING GIRTHS, LEATHERS, ETC. 

This need to be done with the rider maintaining contact with reins, usually in one hand only. 
Feet must remain in stirrups at all times. 
If adjusting stirrups, rider takes weight out by lifting leg up and slightly out from horse’s side, 
stirrup is adjusted and leg lowered back into position. 
If adjusting girths or lonsdales, leg is lifted slightly out from horse’s side and either forward or 
back to enable the rider to reach the buckles. 
If rider is unable to adjust these things themselves, they should be sent to their appropriate 
parent/ guardian to have this done. 
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TEACHING FLATWORK BASICS 
 

Rider Position 

The most important service any instructor can provide to a rider is to ensure that they have a 
sound basic position; from this all else stems. Level C Pony Club Instructors are ideally placed 
to provide this training as they are usually the ones dealing with our junior riders at the 
beginning of their riding careers. 
Balance, the basis of the position, theoretically if we were able to snap our fingers and make the 
horse disappear from under the rider, the rider should land on their feet in a totally balanced 
position whether in jumping or flat work seat. The spine of the rider should be vertical and in line 
with the horse’s spine as viewed from the rear. 
The rider has to have their seat and upper body in the correct position in order to control the 
position of the lower leg.  
The rider's basic position is more important than exactly where their leg falls on the horse. The 
upper body or torso must remain stable in order for the lower leg to stay stable It is also critical 
to maintain the correct position of thighs and hips so that leg aids are applied with the inside of 
the calf, not the back of the calf. The thigh should lie flat on the saddle.  
If these positions are then examined with the rider on the ground, they become very obvious. 

Ref: https://www.lizcullen.com/automotive_horse_riding_diagram.php 

Exercise A - To improve rider straightness: - 
1. Ask rider to lean in with shoulder, collapse weight in hip and feel what happens to the inside 

leg and where the weight is greatest. (Often seen when riders are on circles and horses are 
‘falling out’). The reason being, although they feel they are leaning in, their inside leg is 
drawn up and their weight is going out, thus drawing the horse to the outside not inside as 
intended. 
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2. Ask the rider to turn slightly at the waist, thus aligning their shoulders and hips with those of 
the horse, now when they try to collapse, it is quite uncomfortable and they remain vertical, 
keeping the horse in line and making it easier to apply their aids correctly. 

3. The rider’s elbows should be relaxed and into the side of the rider, with the point of the elbow 
facing down, the forearm should be facing to the bit, with the wrist and hand inline, thumbs to 
the top and facing the opposing ear of the horse. 

Exercise B - To improve rider position, posture and weight into the saddle: - 
1. Ask rider to simply pull their shoulders back firmly: Ask where this tightens? It should cause 

tightening between the shoulder blades and create stiffness. 
2. Ask rider to lift their shoulders straight up towards their ears, as if to shrug, then move them 

straight back and lower them in that position and relax there: Ask where this puts the weight? 
 

This immediately puts the rider’s elbows and shoulders where they should be. It also should feel 
heavy in the lower back, then, by relaxing this heaviness goes down into the seat creating the 
basis of the feel for the weight aid, the sit trot and the canter position, as well as improving 
posture without creating stiffness! 
The rein is passed from the bit, through the bottom of the hand, above the little finger, then out 
over the lower joint of the index finger. The thumb is placed on the top of the rein, thus locking 
the rein and preventing it being pulled through the hand, yet at the same time allowing full 
flexibility of the fingers. The hands should be in vertical alignment and never pass across the 
wither. 

 

The Leg 

The heel should be level with or slightly lower than the toe, the feet should be facing forward; 
the angles of ankle, knee and hip slightly and softly bent while remaining pliable. There should 
be no gripping or tension. The ear, shoulder, elbow, hip and heel should be in a vertical line 
when viewed from the side while the knees, hips, shoulders and ears should be horizontal with 
each other both from the side and the rear view. The rider should think of stretching the leg 
down and around the horse's side and keeping even weight in both stirrups. 

 

The Hands 
Check the wrist to ensure it is straight both laterally and horizontally; if the wrist is not correctly 
aligned with the elbow and bit the rider’s ability to remain flexible is compromised. The hand 
should be closed, the rein sitting under the thumb which should be sitting firmly on the top edge 
of the fist on the index finger. The flat of the fist is sitting to the front, the thumbs are facing the 
horse’s opposite ear. The hand is held approximately the same width as the bit apart and around 
the same distance above the wither. The elbow should be bent and flexible, allowing the rider’s 
hand to follow the connection as the horse lengthens and shortens its neck with each stride. The 
weight through the connection should be only slightly heavier than the weight of the rein. 
 

 
1. Horse head raised as it shortens in front.  2.    Horse head is lowered as it steps forward 
Rider ‘s elbows bent to retain connection Rider’s elbows flex as horse is allowed to stretch  

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=x-raw-image%3A%2F%2F%2F45e4cfa26129befa617ea25599946b074b06802e1be9f119870de8acbb0f8503&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pards.ca%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2017%2F02%2FVolunteer-manual-Rev-2015.pdf&docid=ca1iVRth_Mr1UM&tbnid=-r4pYaLP5EWUVM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjCm43qkMffAhVQO7wKHQ_UAkAQMwiXAShMMEw..i&w=864&h=416&client=safari&bih=910&biw=1670&q=Holding%20the%20reins%20diagrams&ved=0ahUKEwjCm43qkMffAhVQO7wKHQ_UAkAQMwiXAShMMEw&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=x-raw-image%3A%2F%2F%2F45e4cfa26129befa617ea25599946b074b06802e1be9f119870de8acbb0f8503&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pards.ca%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2017%2F02%2FVolunteer-manual-Rev-2015.pdf&docid=ca1iVRth_Mr1UM&tbnid=-r4pYaLP5EWUVM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjCm43qkMffAhVQO7wKHQ_UAkAQMwiXAShMMEw..i&w=864&h=416&client=safari&bih=910&biw=1670&q=Holding%20the%20reins%20diagrams&ved=0ahUKEwjCm43qkMffAhVQO7wKHQ_UAkAQMwiXAShMMEw&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Exercise C - To improve rider hands: - 
Pass a light stick or drinking straw across the tip of hand, under thumbs to view vertical 
alignment, or place one in either palm and out the top of the hand to view horizontal position. 

 
 
The Aids 
 

Artificial Whip, Spurs, Nosebands, Martingales, etc. 
Natural Back / seat, Legs, Hands, Weight, Voice 

Leg, Hips and Seat. 
Leg aids are just one of the natural aids we use to communicate with our horses.  
In order to use leg aids correctly the rider must not grip with the thigh muscles or the knee. 
Gripping with the thigh muscles or the knees locks the hip joint. The hip joint is the rider's shock 
absorber. If the rider locks their hip joints, they cannot follow the horse's motion and, therefore, 
cannot apply leg aids effectively.  
The rider's right leg pressure influences the horse's right hind leg while the rider's left leg 
pressure influences the horse's left hind leg. The basic leg influences are: 

 Leg on—driving: Forwards and sidewards pushing aids ask the horse to step away from the 
leg aid in a sideways direction. The rider’s leg will move further back behind the girth, 
approximately 10cm, and should remain with the heel down. 

  
 Leg on—keeping: The rider’s leg position will remain the same as mentioned above for 

using a regulating or keeping aid. The purpose of a regulating/keeping leg is to minimise or 
prevent the horse from moving sideways. It can be used in conjunction with a forward 
driving aid. This type of leg aid can also be used to encourage the horse to keep moving 
forward. 

 

 Leg off. 
 

The ability to vary a pressure is one of the primary differences between an aid and a cue. 
Whether the leg is used as a driving aid or a keeping aid, the degree of its pressure can vary. 
Forward or driving aids are given just behind the girth so that the heel remains underneath the 
hip of the rider. The leg never remains clamped onto the horse’s side instead by tightening the 
calf muscles the rider gives the signal to move off forward. If the horse does not respond to a 
short, light aid then the rider needs to use a stronger aid. 
The horse's response is the rider's primary feedback. The degree of pressure that the rider uses 
will depend on the horse's training level, personality, and physical sensitivity. The rider's end 
goal should be to communicate with the lightest aids possible, almost invisible to those 
watching. 
 

"The order in which the aids are applied plays a role in collecting work as well. The calves 
come first, asking the hind legs to step under. The weight is second, bending the hind legs and 
directing the horse’s body towards the hand. Finally come the limiting and flexing aids of the 
hand.  

"The final result must be an elastic horse, an unweighted hand, and a rider who joins the 
movement in the horse’s centre of gravity with an elastic seat and an active leg that maintains 
impulsion and hence collection. The horse has to step underneath the rider’s seat by himself 
on account of the impulsion from the back, and he must absorb the rider’s weight with his hind 
legs. Triggering himself the flexion of the haunches as well as the impulse to swing, the horse 
must absorb the rider’s weight with his hind legs. " 

Ref: Dr Thomas Ritter - from the June edition of Local Horse Magazine 
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Aid for forward/upward 
Take up an elastic contact, deepen weight aid, close your legs against the horse (if no 
response, follow immediately with sharp tap with legs – if again no response, then follow with a 
sharp rap with the whip) and squeeze with your fingers; as horse steps forward, soften and 
allow the movement with your hands and seat, continue to allow through your hands and seat 
as he travels, maintaining the pace and contact. Don’t rock; rather allow your elbows, seat 
bones and pelvis to follow and absorb the movement.  

Aid for downward/halt. 

Deepen weight, close your legs against the horse, squeeze with your fingers and stop allowing* 
the forward movement with your hands, once horse steps into the downward transition soften 
legs and hands the moment it is achieved.  
* Don’t pull; this only creates resistance! 

Aid for turn 

Rider’s outside (supporting) leg goes back slightly and controls the hind quarters, their inside 
(acting) leg remains on the girth and controls the turn and the pace, the weight shifts slightly 
into your outside hipbone. The outside hand allows the horse to slightly flex to the turn, this is 
done by turning the entire upper body from the shoulder don to the belt buckle. The inside hand 
lifts or opens very slightly to ask for this flexion. 
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Basic Half- Halt 

Rider momentarily deepens seat, stretches up through ribs, brace shoulders while closing legs 
against horse, squeezing with fingers and stops allowing* the forward movement with hands. 
(This can be achieved in even young riders by simply encouraging them to sit tall and inhale in 
a gasp at the moment half halt is needed) Rider then softens legs and hands while maintaining 
stronger back and shoulder position thus preparing horse for – corner, change of direction/pace 
etc.    

 
Transitions 
 

Upward / downward change through the paces: i.e. walk to trot, trot to canter, etc. 
Upward / downward change within the pace: i.e. medium to free walk, working to med trot, etc. 
To lengthen stride the horse must be able to lengthen the frame especially the neck. 
Lengthening is achieved by gathering energy and shortening the stride through a series of half-
halts, then allowing the horse to stretch out and release the gathered energy by lengthening. 
All transitions must be prepared by using half halts to balance the horse and prepare them for 
the transition. Always rider’s leg into hand never the reverse. 

 
The Diagonals 
 

In Australia although we rise on the push from hind foot, we identify our trot diagonal by the 
front foot; i.e. circling left we need to rise as the inside hind comes through; hence we would 
rise on the right diagonal. 
The reason for this is that when a horse is on a circle, the inside hind lifts fractionally higher 
than the outside hind thus giving us a slightly upward lift. Rise trot is basically just allowing this 
to occur, with the rider’s seat just rolling slightly up and forward with this lift. 

 
The Sit Trot 
 

The sit trot should only be executed after the horse is warmed thoroughly. Most riders bounce 
because they get "out of phase" with the up-and-down motion of the horse's back. As he picks 
up the first stride of trot, his back comes up and lifts rider with him; at that point, everything is 
fine. But trouble starts as soon his back comes down: Riders don't always travel down quite as 
fast as the horse’s back does, so his back starts up again while they're still descending. To 
successfully improve this the rider must learn to be in phase with the horse, develop a more 
flexible position, especially with the thigh, which needs to a move in forward backward as well 
as upward-downward movement. This can only be achieved if the spine is in the correct and the 
pelvis is in neutral balance. For this the rider’s seat bones must point straight down with the 
shoulders, hip and heels vertically aligned. For many riders, it is often simpler for a rider to sit 
trot when going forward from the walk particularly if they learn to stay seated, rather than to try 
and sit down from the rise. Exercise B can be of great benefit when learning to sit trot. 

 
Aids For Canter 

 
Rider’s outside leg goes back slightly asking the outside hind for the canter strike off, while 
controlling the hind quarters, their inside leg remains on the girth and controls the pace; the 
horse is flexed to the inside by rider firming and taking slightly with the inside hand. The rider 
sits and applies the aids for an upward transition, ideally when the outside hind is in the air. The 
horse should be in a good working trot, balanced and not rushing; the rider should not lean 
forward nor be rising when the canter is asked for. The outside hand controls the contact, speed 
and outside shoulder, the inside hand lightly supports the horse’s frame. An ‘open’ (that is 
moving hand out from the horse’s neck) inside hand may also be used as a training aid to 
encourage flexion in green horses. 
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Warm Up & Cool Down 
 

The importance of these two phases of work can never be overstated! 
It takes a minimum of 10 minutes of walking and stretching before the muscles of a horse are 
sufficiently loosened and blood flow increased to enable muscles and tendons to be exercised 
without risk of tears or other injuries. 
Conversely, it takes an equal amount of time for muscles to cool and lactic acid to be 
reabsorbed into the system after exercise. 
 
 

DRESSAGE 

 
The dressage arena is one of the best areas for teaching in, because of its specific size and 
markers; we can easily and safely train riders in shapes, direction and accuracy. 
 

The Arena 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tracks of the Arena; 

The Centre Line From A to C 
The Outside Track Around the Arena 1 meter from sideline: has right of way 
The higher pace has the Outside track. 
The Inside Track Around the Arena 1 meter from outside track 
Long Diagonal M/K or H/F 
X is the centre marker of the arena 
Centre line judge sits at C 
Sideline judge in line with either M or H 

Distances for Riders  

Open Order – Equally spaced around the arena 
Closed Order – 1, 2 or 3 horse lengths apart.  

 
Arena Figures 

 
Movements should be executed, as the rider’s body is level with the marker. 
Accuracy of movements is important, i.e. size, straightness, corners and circles. 
Corners should be ridden more as corners and not part circles. 

Horses should be correctly flexed to the bend of the circle. 
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Requires: 

16 Witches’ caps in 20metre x 60metre arena. (Plus 4 extra if desired for A. E, C, B. 
Caps are set as per      on diagram: 2 metres spacing for sets of 4 at X and near I & L. 

Suitable to ride: 

 Straight Centre line with X clearly marked for halts on centre lines A/C and E/B. 

 20 metre circles at C, B, A, ensures rider learns correct degree of bend & flexion;  

 Rides all quadrants of circle correctly and learns where they touch the tracks of the arena.   

 Figures of 8s both 20 metre from ends of arena and 10 metre at B, X, E. 

 Clearly marks X for diagonals and ‘Tear Drops” H, E, X, H and M, B, X, M etc. 

 Allows accurate loops H, X, K & M, X, F. 

 Assists riders to differentiate between corners and circle arcs. 

 20 metre serpentines, which consist of three 20 metre half circles meaning the horse should 
be straight each time it crosses the centre line, prior to flexing to the next half circle. Each 
half circle should also touch the side of the arena. 

 
Working Paces 

Working paces basically require that the horse looks as if it actively travelling along in a 
rhythmical manner, neither rushing nor dallying. 
The back should be supple and swinging, especially over the hips. The hind legs should be 
active and coming well under the horse’s body. The gullet should be open and the neck relaxed 
and carried with poll high. 
 
Clear definition should be shown between and within the paces; i.e. free walk/med walk, etc  
 
Halts should be as square as possible with the horse’s weight balanced evenly on all four legs. 
The horse going forward from the leg into a restraining (not pulling) hand 
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TEACHING JUMPING BASICS 
 

The Phases Of The Jump 

Approach Take Off  Flight  Landing  followed by Departure 

Ref: https://www.pinterest.com.au 

 
Bascule:  The arch of the horse’s body as he jumps. 

 

Rider Position 

The jumping position is derived from the need to allow the upper body to drop forward to enable 
riders the ability to remain with the horse’s movement both on the flat and over jumps. In order 
to allow this, without the shoulders extending past the line of the knees, thus disrupting the point 
of balance, stirrups need to be shortened and the toes turned out fractionally. This closes the 
angles of the hip, knees and ankles, allowing for greater flexibility of movement through these 
joints thus compensating for the added movement created when the horse jumps. 
Pony Club recommends the use of Neck-straps especially with young or inexperienced riders. 
The jumping position is divided into three basic seats, all of which have specific purposes and 
benefits when used correctly. They are as follows; 
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THE JUMPING SEATS 

 

Jumping Three Point Seat 

The most upright of the jumping positions used for safety or as a strong driving seat. The three 
points of contact referred to are the rider’s seat and legs. Similar to the flat work position, with 
stirrups somewhat shorter, (something that should be developed as the rider’s confidence 
grows) and toes turned out slightly. The rider still remains in the deepest part of the saddle as 
with flat work, the upper body slightly forward. Compared to the flat work position 

 

Two Point Seat 

The lightest of seats, the upper body is forward, to an angle of about 20 degrees, with shoulders 
above the knees and hips above the rider’s heels, giving a balanced seat and keeping the rider 
from being behind or in front of the horse’s movement. Used over jumps and on course if the 
‘going’ and the horse’s behaviour is appropriate. 

 

Crutch or Forward Three Point Seat 

This is attained by lowering the two-point seat straight down until the crotch is resting lightly in 
the saddle; again, with shoulders above or just slightly behind line of the knees and the hips 
above the heels. Used to give extra control with both balance and the driving aids; eg. Corners, 
up and downhill, etc. 

Exercise D - To demonstrate and develop the independent seat: - 
1. Firstly, at the halt, get rider to go to two-point seat and maintain the position, ensuring they 

are not too high or stiff and locked in position. 
2. Then ask them to slowly move the lower leg forwards; this will result in their falling back 

into the saddle as they lose their point of balance. 
3. Again, ask them to slowly move their lower leg backwards: loss of position will occur with 

them starting to tip forward onto the neck. 
Encourage rider to analyse what is occurring then to use the information to help maintain their 
balance.  
This can further be developed by moving the horse through its gaits and also over trot poles. 

Exercise E - To develop suppleness and balance in rider: - 
Again, starting in the halt get rider to slowly open and close the angles of the hip, knee and 
ankles, while maintaining a balanced seat and upright eye contact.  
Again, this may be further developed by moving the horse through its gaits and also over trot 
poles. 

 
 
THE LEG 

The rider needs to develop strength and stability to maintain an effective lower leg. 
From the rear, the leg should be wrapped around the horse, with knees facing forward and toes 
slightly outward turned (approximately 30°) for jumping. 
From the side, the stirrup should be under the ball of the foot with the stirrup iron perpendicular 
to the girth and the leather vertical. The heel should be level with or slightly lower than the toe; 
too much depth of heel will lock the ankles and insufficient will create instability of the calf. The 
heel should be in a vertical line with the rider’s hip. 
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THE EYES 

The rider needs to develop good eye contact, keeping them level with the ground and looking 
forward for the next jump and direction of course. (similar to the eye position when driving a car 
or riding a pushbike.) 

Exercise F – To encourage riders to look to line: - 
Firstly, trot over poles, then with a grid, stand to the front approximately five or six paces out 
from the front of the obstacle and get riders to watch and call out the number of fingers you are 
displaying as you hold them in the air, varying the number for each rider, and/or jump. 

 

THE SEAT AND UPPER BODY 

The seat should be in the deepest part of the saddle, with weight over the seat bones in three - 
point or in the two forward seats the weight is over the pubic bones. 
The upper body should be approximately 20° in front of the vertical, with the line of the 
shoulders no further forward than that of the knee. The rider needs to ensure that the body is 
above the leg, while ensuring the shoulder does not extend forward past the knee, to maintain a 
balanced position. 

THE HANDS 

The elbows should be supple, resting in towards the rider’s side; the forearm and hand should 
continue a straight line through the reins to the bit. Contact should be consistent, soft and 
supple, allowing the horse the amount of rein needed to stretch over the jumps. 

 
THE RELEASES 

In order to allow the horse to stretch out over the jump, while retaining a consistent soft contact, 
riders must learn to give the amount of rein needed by the horse to complete the task. This is 
done by allowing the angle of the elbow to open forward. There are four recognised methods of 
release; 

Long Crest Release with mane (or neck strap) 

The elbow allows the hand to travel approximately half way up the crest, while rider maintains a 
grip on the horse’s mane. 
Usually used in training and for learner riders, to develop a correct technique; stabilises the 
rider’s upper body and prevents abuse of the horse’s mouth. 

Long Crest Release 

This is used when no extra support is needed; basically, the same as above, the rider’s hands 
being placed on either side or on top of the crest without gripping the mane. 

Short Crest Release 

Much as above, the elbow opening to allow the hands to travel up the crest sufficiently to allow 
the horse to use its head and neck, usually around 5-7cms. 

Natural or Automatic Release 

The ideal, hands follow the direct line to the bit, independent of the crest or neck, while 
maintaining a steady contact with the horse’s mouth. 
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Exercise G – To develop the release for rider and prevent fixed hands 

Again, starting in the halt get rider to slowly open and close the angles of the elbows through 
the appropriate release, while maintaining a balanced seat and upright eye contact. Again, this 
may be further developed by moving the horse through its gaits and also over trot poles. 

 
JUMPING BASICS 
 
The Stride 

A good stride is the basis of good showjumping; it should be regular and balanced, neither too 
fast nor too slow. While the average stride is 3-3.6m (10-12 feet). Riders need to be aware of 
the actual length of their own horse’s stride. 

Exercise H – To measure a horse’s stride. 
Ideally on softer going, stand two people in a straight-line approx 3.4 meters apart. Have the 
rider establish a good working canter before riding past the ‘markers line; both markers 
concentrate on the nearside front and move out to stand where it hits the ground nearest to 
them. This should then be the length of that particular horse’s stride. The rider steps it out and 
relates it back to his own length of stride eg; 

One of their strides = one of their horse’s strides. 

Therefore, if two jumps are 7 of their strides apart they will need to ask their horse 
 for a longer stride between those jumps and so forth. 

For ‘True Distances’ we allow 3.6m (12 feet) for a non-jumping stride, an average half a stride 
(1.8m) for take-off and half a stride (1.8m) for landing. However, for courses with jumps under 
1m horses will not need this distance nor need to stand out so far from fences. Hence a 
combination set at 7.2m apart is a one (non-jumping) stride combination. Combinations have a 
maximum of two non-jumping strides (10.8m or 436 feet) between any two jumps, after this they 
become related fences. Related fences are usually in a straight line; however, in Equitation all 
fences are related. 

The Line 

When training, we also usually allow at least two straight strides before and after jumps and a 
minimum of 10m radius arc for corners. As with flatwork, the rider should keep their shoulders in 
line with their horse’s and their hips in line with the horse’s and eyes looking to the line where 
they are riding; this prevents falling in or drifting on corners as well as improving balance of both 
horse and rider. 
In early or training phases, we ask that the horse be placed over the centre of the jump and 
facing at right angles to the jump, this may be modified to some extent once confidence and 
skill levels permit. Take off should be approximately 1.8m out from a jump of around 75cm and 
fractionally closer for smaller jumps, too close and a deep spot occurs often resulting in 
knocked rails; too far out, a long spot and the horse may not clear the width of the jump. 

Exercise I – To land on the correct canter lead. 
Set up a set of three jumps, one to the front with two others set out at right angles and 
approximately 3 strides forward of this and six strides apart thus giving riders an option of a 
right or left-hand turn onto the next jump. Start the exercise, by alternating directions after the 
first jump and without the rails in the two second jumps, only adding them once the exercise is 
understood and established. 
Riders should be encouraged to look for their next jump before or during approach: then look 
and ask for their next canter lead while in the flight phase of the jump. 
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Basic Grids Exercises 
Consider the following when building grids  
 
Length of horses’ stride; 12ft (3.6m) Jumping strides are the same but divided in half from the 
centre of the bascule so over a vertical it is the centre of the fence as with a square oxer; 
however, with a rising parallel the centre is measured from the highest point of the fence (back 
rail)  
The back rail should always be visible to the horse 
 
              V                                                V                           V 

   6ft       l         6ft                 6ft      l   l       6ft                       6ft    l   l  l     6ft 
 
 
 
Use cross poles for: Centering fence and approach 

 Rider/Horse Confidence 
 Improving bascule (shape) over jump   
 

 
The Horse     The Rider 
 
Bascule – Round/ Flat/ Hollow   Correct use of Position: - 3P /3P Crutch /2P 
Flexion & Bend   Beginners should be in 3P, progressing onto 3PC then 2P 
Forward from the Leg   Looking where they are going 
Round over the back   Correct Aids 
Correct Leads   Stable Legs 
Regular Rhythm   Elastic Contact 
Correct Tempo & Speed   Effective release 
Balanced Turns 

  
 
(1) 
                9ft           21ft   21ft   21ft 

l         X           ll          ll           ll 

Keep distances the same even when altering the size and spread of fences 
 
 
(2) 
       9ft                 9ft           21ft    21ft        9ft     9ft 

l     l     l            ll             l     l     l 

Start with single bounce & only one bounce fence at the end, build up gradually from this. 
  
 
(3) 
                      6 true non-jumping strides 

X     X 

Trot in, get even level strides, then approach in canter 
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(4) 
 
                     5true no- jumping strides 

l    ll 

Very low ‘in’ rail, trot into take of and land in canter, count the five strides. Shorten to four strides, 
then three, then two, etc. 
 
 
 (5)   

X 
 

__   __ 
  

 
XX 

 
Circle exercise- keeping centre- counting rhythm, very good for rhythm and balance, also 
landing on correct lead. 

 
    ______ 
 
  

       ^  
     48 ft 

                                              v 

      l l l l l 9ft l  < 36 ft >  ll 

 
 
 
 
    ______ 
 

 
Useful for teaching turns and corners, also lengthening and shortening strides. 
Can be expanded by adding fences across the diagonal also at true distances 6oft and 72ft 
which will enable riders to execute broken lines, roll backs etc as well as develop a choose your 
own line   
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POLES AND CAVELLETTIS 
 

Trot Poles are set at the following distances approximately 1.2m -1.4 (4 feet) apart.  
A grid of five or more poles is extremely good to train both riders and horses. 
 
Riders can practice gymnastic exercises to improve balance confidence and an independent 
seat. They also assist with riders learning to place their horses and maintain their line.  
Horses by being ‘left to sort themselves out’ will learn to round, engage and balance themselves 
before being asked to tackle fences. 
Cavellittis may also be used to add the dimension of height to these exercises. 
 
A pole or cavelletti set out from a jump at approximately 2.7-3m (9-10 feet) for trot, or 5.4m for 
canter, may be used to help place the horse in the correct position for his take-off. 
(This will need to be varied to suit groups of horses, but if the group is mixed, ask larger animals 
to shorten their stride rather than smaller ones to try and extend out.) 

  

CROSS COUNTRY RIDING 

Cross country equestrian jumping is an endurance test that forms one of the three phases of 
the sport of eventing: it may also be a competition in its own right, known as hunter trials or 
simply "cross-country", although these tend to be lower level, local competitions. 

The object of the endurance test is to prove the speed, endurance and jumping ability of the 
true cross-country horse when he is well trained and brought to the peak of condition. At the 
same time, it demonstrates the rider's knowledge of pace and the use of this horse across 
country. 

Riders walk a cross-country course, usually between 1-3 times, before they actually ride it. This 
allows them to evaluate the course and determine how each jump needs to be ridden. While 
walking the course, riders need to be sure to pay attention to: Type of Fence, Footing, light and 
Shade, Terrain, Line to Fence, Striding, Course Layout, Boggy or Heavy conditions and other 
problems or distractions that may impact on the ride. 
The rider’s responsibility is to put the horse in balance, establish the correct speed, going in 
the correct direction. 
 

Conditioning  

Conditioning is an essential part of preparing a horse for cross-country. Although the lowest 
levels may not require any more riding than the usual 5 or 6 days each week used to train the 
horse, all upper level horses are placed into strict conditioning programs.  
Riders should plan their schedule around pre-determined events, taking into consideration the 
length of the particular course, the climate in which they will have to run their horse, the speed 
that will be required, and the terrain over which they will be travelling (such as hills).  

 

Control 

Horses will often go quite strongly, cross-country, riders need to be firstly aware of this and 
secondly able to control their horse in the appropriate way. 
The upright three point jumping seat, with weight down in the saddle is the first step. Often 
taking with one rein and riding the horse in a circle will also help to quell over-enthusiasm. The 
take and release method with the reins is more effective than a direct pull which often achieves 
little, riders should always start with a slightly shorter rein and give more through the elbows, in 
order to achieve the correct contact and control once the horse is travelling. 
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Galloping Position 

It is important that when galloping between fences on the cross-country course, the 
rider’s stirrups must be at the correct length (there must be a nice angle at the knee and in a 
place where the lower leg can remain secure.). You can test the length by standing up in the 
stirrups where there must still be an angle at the knee so that they can absorb shock as you 
ride around the course. 

 Riding to Speed 

A simple method of teaching riders to ride to a particular speed is by the use of witches’ caps, 
set at 100m intervals over 1 or 2 kilometres.  
The rider establishes a canter, rides through the start of the course and is timed at each 
interval.  
This is recorded and assessed as to the need to increase or decrease the rhythm to achieve the 
desired speed. 

Approach to the fence 

The position of the rider on the approach to the fence will depend on what type of fence lies 
ahead. If it is a straightforward fence then the rider can remain a little out of the saddle, just 
bringing their shoulders back. This allows the horse to re-balance but still jump the fence out 
of its stride. 

If it is a more difficult fence, the rider will sit in the saddle and bring their shoulders back, 
while keeping their lower leg in the same, forward, secure position. 

If the horse is spooking or thinking about stopping, the rider will need to bring their shoulders 
even further back, sitting deeper in the saddle, so that they are in a stronger position to push 
the horse forward. 

A cross-country course is not necessary to practise the cross-country positions. This can be 
done equally well in an arena or while out riding 

 
 
PACES, FOOTFALLS 
 

Paces 
All horses move naturally with four basic gaits: the four-beat walk which averages 
6.4 kilometres per hour (4.0 mph); the two-beat trot, which averages 13 to 19 kilometres per 
hour (8.1 to 12 mph)); and the canter, a three-beat gait that is 19 to 24 kilometres per hour (12 
to 15 mph), and the gallop, a four-beat movement which averages 40 to 48 kilometres per hour 
(25 to 30 mph). 

 

Variations within the paces: 

Walk Free, Medium, Extended, Collected 

Trot Working, Medium, Extended, Collected 

Canter Working, Medium, Extended, Collected 

Gallop Hand gallop, full gallop 

Rein Back 
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Footfalls 

Footfalls are the sequence of steps a horse takes in any given pace. In pony club, we consider 
that every pace will begin with a hind foot, this is not in fact always the case, it usually only 
occurs if the horse begins the sequence from a balanced ‘square’ halt; this is also influenced by 
the horse’s carrying ability and balance;- i.e. not on the forehand. 

 

WALK 
4 beats 1 inside hind, 2 inside fore, 3 outside hind, 4 outside fore 

TROT 
2 beats Right diagonal = 1 (left hind/right fore), 2 (right hind/left 

fore) 

Left diagonal = 1 (right hind/left fore), 2 (left hind/right 
fore) 

CANTER 
3 beats 1 outside hind, 2 (inside hind/outside fore), 3 inside fore, 

suspension 

GALLOP 
4 beats 1 outside hind, 2 inside hind, 3 outside fore, 4 inside fore, 

suspension 

REIN BACK 
2 beats 1 (inside hind/outside fore), 2 (outside hind/inside fore) 
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LUNGEING 
 

Lungeing is a tool that is often misunderstood and misused; if used correctly it will assist with 
the training and development of the horse. It may also be of use for rider training, but in Pony 
Club this is only done by Level B/A instructors, who have experience and who usually work with 
an assistant. 
From walking a straight line to fluid changes of lead, communication is the key. The horse, 
whether young and being ridden for the first time or older and out of shape or with problems 
must have an idea of what is being asked of them in order to make an attempt at any command.  
Much like a computer, a horse must be programmed first and then ridden in a like manner to be 
perform accurately. Both the horse and the rider must have the same knowledge.  
When lungeing a young horse, it is important to limit training sessions to 5 to 7 minutes Their 
joints are still developing and overwork, especially on a circle can cause lameness into the 
future.  

Lungeing teaches obedience and patience by learning body and voice commands. The horse 
learns to wait for them rather than running helter-skelter around in a circle. This will make the 
same commands while mounted easier to understand. 

 

Reasons for Lungeing 

For training   To develop balance and self-carriage 
For exercise   To strengthen, particularly after injury 
To improve the rider   To develop connection between rider and horse. 
Obedience and correctness.  

 

Safety 

Rider to wear helmet, boots and gloves but not spurs or jewellery. 
Horse booted or bandaged on all four legs. 
Should only be executed in a suitable, enclosed area. 
Equipment must be in good repair. 
Do not lead from nose of cavesson. 
Stirrups and reins to be secured and not allowed to fall free. 
Level C Candidates are not required to use side-reins; however, they should know that they are 
run from the bit to the saddle or roller, not from the cavesson. 
Neither lungeing rein nor whip should be put or allowed to drop on the ground. 
Horse should be stopped on circle, with the trainer going out to catch or turn him, not allowing 
horse to turn in or come in on circle. 
Rein should be held in a figure eight loop or in large loops over the palm of the leading hand. 
If the lunge rein has a loop-handle, the hand should never be through the loop. 
Rein should be rewound with each change of direction 
When not in use the whip is placed under the arm with the tip pointing away from the horse and 
the fall gathered off the ground. 

 

EQUIPMENT 

Suitable Yard 
Trainer:-  Helmet, Boots, Gloves. Lungeing Whip 
Horse:-  Lungeing Cavesson, Bridle with bit, Saddle or Roller, Lunging Rein, 

Boots/Bandages  
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Fitting of Gear 

Lungeing cavesson must fit snugly around the horse’s nose. If it slips it may rub the eye. The 
noseband should be quite tight and preferably have a jowl strap attached level with the eye that 
holds the cheek piece away from the eye. It should be fitted as low as possible and still remain 
clear of the soft area of the nostril. This allows more leverage on the horse’s head and hence 

better control   

 

Procedure 

Both horse and rider (trainer) should be suitably attired and procedure carried out in an 
enclosed yard. 
The trainer should position themselves in the centre of the circle in a balanced, relaxed position. 
From this point, the trainer forms the apex of a triangle that runs from their leading hand, 
through the lungeing rein to the horse’s nose, spine, rump, whip and back to the trainer’s other 
hand. 
Trainer will then pivot on one foot or walk a small circle as the horse moves around him. 
Trainer faces slightly in the direction horse is travelling and level with the girth. 
Stepping back towards the horse’s rump will encourage forward impulsion, while stepping 
forward toward the eye will encourage the horse to stop. 

The whip is carried low and is only used to flick around the hocks if an added incentive is 
needed. The whip, like the spur, is an artificial aid. Both should be used only as an aid and 
never as your first command. Improper use of both will only frighten and confuse your horse. 
Pointing it to the shoulder will encourage the animal to move out on the circle. While pointing to 
the girth will encourage lateral bend in the horse.  

Voice commands should be clear and consistent, ‘AND WALK’, ‘AND WHOA’, etc; these can 
then re-enforced, with body language such 
as by a lowering of handler’s head, exhaling 
and softly saying "whoa" to emphasise the 
command. 
The voice may also be used to steady or 
encourage more effort, WALK ON,  
STEA-DY, etc. 
Obedience is imperative, if we ask for walk, 
we should insist on walk and not allow trot 
until it is asked for. 
The lungeing rein is kept taut, but not tight, 
at all times. The trainer winds in the excess 
or allows more rein as required. 
Horse should be warmed up prior to asking 
him to trot or perform more strenuous 
movement. 
Cooling down is also an important part of 
lungeing. 
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THE FOOT & SHOEING 
 
Safety 

Horse must be secured, on short tether in a suitable area  
Handlers should be wearing suitable footwear e.g. boots, possibly gloves and helmet. 
Stand in the correct position, the same side as and where they can observe the farrier at all 
times. Handler should remain vigilant and ensure the horse is paying attention during the 
procedure. The horse’s head should be turned slightly towards the side the farrier is working on; 
should horse become unsettled and attempt to strike, the head is then turned firmly towards 
farrier, which in turn moves the hind quarters away from them.  

Procedures 

Approach the horse 
Catch horse 
Tie or hold horse. 
Procedure for picking up front foot: lean into shoulder run hand down inside from knee to 
pastern and scoop up foot holding it across front of wall.  
Procedure for picking up hind foot: lean into hip then follow basis for front foot. 

 

Anatomy Of The Hoof 

Know the following: -  
 
Points: Frog, sole, wall, bars, heel, white 
line, coronet, cleft, bulb. 
 
How the hoof grows; i.e. Predominately 
through the toe. 
 
How the foot expands and contracts; ref 
blood flow and shoe/nail placement. 
 
Shape of the Feet:  
The front feet should be almost round and 
slightly larger than the hind, which are 
more oval. 
The sole should be concave, with the heels 
well separated by an elastic and tough 
frog, which touches or is close to the 
ground. 
The front feet should face forwards, while the hind may turn out slightly. 
The angle of the front of the foot should be approximately the same as that of the pastern, 
slightly greater in the hind feet than the fore. 
 

 
Indications - Of A Healthy, Well-Shod Hoof  

Wall and Sole appear supple with Heels not too long or hard Frog and Bars full and healthy      
Hoof is symmetrical and set at correct angle. Nails are correctly placed and in line with Clinches 
closed and shoe sitting firmly against the hoof. The Hoof is not overhanging, the sole is flat and 
level with the ground and there are no cracks in walls 

 
 
 
 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Faces.nmsu.edu%2Fpubs%2F_b%2FB707%2Fimages%2FFig1.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Faces.nmsu.edu%2Fpubs%2F_b%2FB707%2Fwelcome.html&docid=o3NTcLm8e_gzRM&tbnid=wWiTGkcPteehmM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwivseuch9TfAhVmyFQKHS9CAEYQMwhQKBIwEg..i&w=450&h=406&client=safari&bih=910&biw=1244&q=Well%20shod%20hoof%20diagrams&ved=0ahUKEwivseuch9TfAhVmyFQKHS9CAEYQMwhQKBIwEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Faces.nmsu.edu%2Fpubs%2F_b%2FB707%2Fimages%2FFig1.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Faces.nmsu.edu%2Fpubs%2F_b%2FB707%2Fwelcome.html&docid=o3NTcLm8e_gzRM&tbnid=wWiTGkcPteehmM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwivseuch9TfAhVmyFQKHS9CAEYQMwhQKBIwEg..i&w=450&h=406&client=safari&bih=910&biw=1244&q=Well%20shod%20hoof%20diagrams&ved=0ahUKEwivseuch9TfAhVmyFQKHS9CAEYQMwhQKBIwEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Indications – Negative 

Contra include: Hoof overhanging shoe, Shoe loose, Clinches lifting, Toes too long, heels too 
high, nails too low in wall. Coronary damage, prick injuries, stone bruises, sand cracks, seedy 
toe, greasy heel, through laminitis, etc. 

 
 

Equipment & Use 

 Recognise and know the use of the following;  
Nailing & Shaping (Shoe) Hammers, Cutters (Hoof wall), Pullers (Removes Shoe), Clinchers 
(Tightens nail head), Buffer (Lifts clinches), Pritchel (Enlarges nail holes in shoe), Paring Knife 
(cuts away dead frog, etc), Rasp (Finishing trim), and Nails. 
 
Recognise hind and fore shoes; Types of shoes; i.e. concave, heart-bar, racing plates, etc. 
Explain how to remove a shoe; Lift clinches and rasp off same, using pullers carefully lift shoe 
starting from nearest the heel. 

 

Daily Routines 

Cleaning out hoof, checking clinches, fit, clinches, loose nails and for damage or injury. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/573294227548062459/
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Basic Farrier’s Tools 

 
 
 
Hoof Nippers Rasp (tang) & Handle Nailing Hammer        Alligator Clinchers 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Hoof or Paring Knife  Buffer    Pullers    Pritchel 
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Considerations for Conditioning 
Age and type of animal 
Size and weight 
Work and current condition 

Ref: http://lrrpublic.cli.det.nsw.edu.au 
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FEEDING 
 

Horses should be fed to maintain body condition and not be allowed to get too fat or too thin. 
Because of the limited capacity of its stomach, a horse should be fed small amounts of feed often. 
Unfortunately, domesticated horses are fed once or twice a day and if stabled, spend much of the 
day not eating. 

Types of Feed 

Bulk (Roughage) Feeds; Grass (the natural food of horses), Lucerne hay or chaff (more acidic 
than grass), Oaten hay or Chaff, Bran and Pollard (not calcium depleting). 
Concentrate (Energy) Feeds; Grains (including grass seed), Oils, Molasses, Pellets and other 
processed mixes. 
 

NB. Most of these contain minerals and salts, however, if your country is deficient so too will be 
your grasses, supplements will then be required. Salts are also necessary in hotter climates. 
“Grain to horses is like alcohol to man; when taken in moderation it enhances health and 
promotes a feeling of wellbeing; when taken in excess it causes him to see things that do not 
exist and behave in an unreasonable manner.” Jack Makin (PACQ Southport Seminar). 

Rules of Feeding 

1. Water before feeding 
2. Feed sufficient bulk feeds 
3. Weigh the feed 
4. Feed regularly, horses have comparatively small stomachs 
5. Don’t work immediately after feeding (at least 1 hour) 
6. Feed best quality – no dust or mould. Fresh or well cured. Clean free from contaminants. 
7. Introduce new feeds gradually 
8. Shredded grassy Lucerne hay has better nutritional value than green Lucerne, which can 

scour. 

Feeding by Weight 

Calculate the weight of a horse by measuring the height in hands and the heart-girth in inches. 
Multiply these two figures together and then divide by 2.2. This will give the weight in kilos. 
Horses require between 1% and 2% of their body weight in feed per day to maintain their body 
weight. We begin by considering this to be all bulk then add concentrates and deduct roughage 
to maintain this weight ratio, always maintaining a certain quantity of roughage in the diet. 
So: 
 Heart Girth  X  Height in Hands  = (Weight in Kgs)  
               2.2  
 
eg horse is 14.2 hands high (decimalise this) with heart girth of 110 inches: 
 
eg;  68 inches x 14.5 = 986  = 493 Kgs 
     2.2   2.2 

Hay Nets 

Should be tied securely with a quick release knot so when full particles do not drop down into 
the horse’s eyes and when empty they do not hang below the base of the animal’s breast. 

 

Tips 

 Hay nets shouldn’t be used for regular feeding as horses have to eat with their head 
and neck up, rather than in their natural grazing position.  

 Feed from a manger, from the ground, or put hay in a wide tub or feeder. 
 Check hay nets frequently and tie them up if they begin to sag. 
 You can also use panic snaps (snap clips) attached to the hay bag.  
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GROOMING 
 
Reasons for Grooming 

Keep skin and coat healthy Removes dirt, mud and unclogs pores 
Provides massage Stimulates circulation and muscle tone 
Improves appearance Removes dead hair and creates a shine 
Distributes oil through coat Removes excess oils from coat 
Opportunity to check horse for soreness or injury 

Grooming Kit 

Hoof pick Cleaning out feet 
Dandy Brush Removes dried mud and sweat 
Body Brush Cleans and stimulates coat 
Curry Comb (metal) Cleaning Body Brush ONLY 
Curry Comb (Rubber/plastic) As above, but may also be gently used to clean coat 
Water Brush Cleaning the Feet or laying the main and tail 
Sponges or Rubbers 1 for eyes and muzzle, 2nd for dock and anal area 
Towels Drying and final finish of coat 
Mane Comb Detangling Mane and Tail 
Bot Knife Removing Bot eggs 
Scraper (Kite or Blade) Removing sweat or excess water after washing 
Plaiting Comb Sectioning Mane for plaiting 
Plait-aids or needle & thread Securing plaits 
Hoof dressing  Nourishing foot. 

Other items might include:  

grooming mitts,  grooming spray, 

 fly-repellent,  sun-block,  

hair spray or mousse,  scissors,  

razor  clippers 

whitening agent such as chalk or talcum powder,  

Grooming 

Ensure the horse is secured Stay in close to animal talking as you move around him 
Always place brush against coat Never ‘bang’ and beware of bony protuberances 
Brush in the direction of the hair Use long firm strokes whenever possible 
Start with head and neck Work down towards the feet 
Sponge eyes, lips and dock Brush off dried mud or wash. Do not try to brush wet mud. 

Washing for Show 

Secure the horse Do not use excessive water pressure 
Start hosing on legs Gradually work up, one side at a time. 
Avoid soap in eyes and ears Keep water and objects out of ears 
Apply shampoo and wash Rinse thoroughly 
Remove excess water with scraper Towel dry as soon as possible 
Rug if weather is cool Keep horse out of draughts while wet or damp 

 

Excessive water should be removed from horse’s coat as this can cause dangerous 
variations in temperature i.e. can cause overheating in summer due to not evaporating 
sufficiently. 
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CLIPPING 
 
Reasons for Clipping 

Appearance Prevent over heating caused by excessive hair Facilitate cooling down 

 

Common Clips 

*Full clip All coat removed. 
*Hunter clip Hair is left on face, saddle patch and legs. 
Trace clip Under neck, chest and belly plus upper legs clipped. 
Belly clip Under belly, neck and chest clipped. 
Blanket clip Hair is left on face, legs back croup and loins 

 

Considerations for Clipping 

* Horses must be kept rugged after these clips.  
Best done when winter coat is set. 
Horse should be clean and dry to prevent clippers clogging or becoming blunt. 
Clipping should be done in a secure, well-lit area 
Ensure there is no clipped hair around anal area as severe irritation could occur. 
It is best to start on the ‘fiddly’ areas such as face and legs, before horse becomes restless. 

 
 
TRAVELLING 
 
Safety – The Float and Vehicle 

Check weight restrictions for car and float. 
Regular checks float: lights, brakes, wheel bearings, tyres, draw bar and connections to 
chassis, tow ball, light connections. 
Tow vehicle should have regular services, while float should be serviced on an annual basis. 
Before loading Horse 
Ensure float is properly attached to the vehicle with safety chain done up and lights working.  
Tailgate and safety chain are undone and personnel door is open. 

Safety – The Horse 

The horse should be wearing a halter, protective boots/bandages and rug if appropriate. 
Horse should be tied short enough to prevent nipping each other while floating 
Horses should be rested 2 hourly on trips 
Cornering should be done smoothly 
Allow adequate braking distance 
Carry a sharp knife in case the lead needs to be cut in an emergency. 

Loading Method 

Using accepted pony club method, lead horse onto float and secure tail chain. 
This can be done by a single competent adult and a lead sufficiently long to enable it to be 
passed under the front bar and back, to enable the handler to reach the chain. 
Close Tailgate 
Tie Horse 
Unloading is done in the reverse order untying the horse first. 
Always stand to the side of the tailgate when locking, unlocking, lifting or lowering it. 
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MEASURING THE HEIGHT OF THE HORSE 

Horses in Australia are measured in hands. 1 hand is the equivalent of 4 inches.  
Animals above 14.2hh are horses while those below these are ponies. 
The height is taken at the highest point of the wither, while the animal is standing squarely on 
level ground with his neck at rest usually with his poll in line with the wither. 
A half-inch allowance is made for shoes.  
NB. 14.2 hh is 14 hands plus 2 inches (58 inches). 15 hands is 60 inches. 

 
 
COLOURS & MARKINGS 
 
Markings 

‘Points’ Lower legs, mane, tail, muzzle and tips of ears 
‘Mealy’ Yellowish brown usually seen on muzzle and around eyes 
‘Dorsal Stripe’ Narrow dark brown stripe running along back from mane to tail 

Head 

‘Star’ White mark on forehead 
‘Snip’ White mark on muzzle between the nostrils 
‘Stripe’  Narrow white mark down face, usually between the eyes and the 

nostrils 
‘Race’ Narrow white mark from top to bottom of face 
‘Blaze’ Broader white mark down the face, extending over the bones of the   

nose 
‘Bald’ White covering around eyes, forehead, nose and part of the muzzle 

Legs 

‘Stocking’ White covering from hoof to knee/hock 
‘Sock’ White covering from hoof to part of cannon 
‘Fetlock’ White covering from hoof to fetlock. So on with pastern, coronet, etc. 

Other 
‘Ermine Marks’ Darker faint spotting usually seen on chestnuts or palominos 
‘Liver Marks’ Range from slightly darker than coat to an almost-black shade 
‘Whorls or Swirls’  distinctive patterns, often appear as spokes rotating around a centre 

     

BASIC COLOURS 

Blk Black Black all over (except markings) including muzzle 
Br Brown Dark brown or black, including points except muzzle, which is ‘mealy’ 
C Chestnut Reddish brown may be light or dark (liver) self or flaxen mane/tail 
B Bay Chestnut or Brown (brown/bay) with black points 
G Grey Dark grey to white usually with black skin or skin patches 
 Albino White to creamy coat, pink skin, pale blue or pink eyes, white hooves 
 Roan Basic coat and points of black, brown or chestnut interspersed with 

white hairs throughout coat, can be Blue, Red Bay, Strawberry or 
Chestnut 

 Cream Cream coat, pink skin, pale eyes 
 Dun/Buckskin Cream coat, black or brown points. May have dorsal stripe 
 Piebald Large irregular patches of black and white 
 Skewbald Large irregular patches of any other colour and white (excluding 

black) 
 Palomino Cream to golden coat, Flaxen mane and tail 
 Taffy Light silvery-brown, sometimes with lighter mane and tail. 
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PCQ STRUCTURE 
 

The Pony Club Assn of Qld (PCQ) is affiliated with the Pony Club Assn of Australia (PCA) and 
is a totally volunteer based organisation, saving three paid state administration staff. 
 
The Association is structured with an Executive and State Management Committee who work in 
conjunction with the State Chief Instructors’ Panel and discipline sub committees to oversee the 
policies, rules and training for the Members. 
 
The State is divided into 10 Coaching Regions, which are overseen by Members of the State 
Chief Instructors Panel (CIP), the Regional Directors.  
 
The Coaching Regions are then divided into the 25 Zones, all of which are incorporated bodies, 
with Management Committees and Chief Instructors’ Panels.  
 
The Zones are formed from the clubs within that area all of which are incorporated and with the 
same structure as the State and the Zones. There are approximately 220 clubs in Queensland 

  
 
CATCH, LEAD, TIE & RELEASE 
 
Catching 

Avoiding eye contact, which will threaten him, approach to the nearside shoulder of the animal. 
Place arm, then lead, gently around horse’s neck. 
Thread noseband over nose and secure headpiece around behind ears, ensuring halter fits 
correctly and comfortably. 

Leading 

Take lead just below clip in right hand, with excess held in left hand in loose loop clear of the 
ground and handler’s legs. 
Use right hand to exert forward or sideways pressure or resistance to forward movement, to 
control horse. 

Releasing Horse into paddock or yard 

Place horse facing handler between handler and other horses and away from corners. 
Handler should be between gate and horse. 
Place lead around animals’ neck and undo halter. 
Remove halter, and place arm around animal’s neck before removing lead. 
Release arm and depart. 

Tying Horse 

Horses should always be tied with a quick release knot 
Lead rope should only allow horse’s head to reach down as far as base of chest. 
Rope should allow sufficient room for horse to move head: 
They should only be tied to a solid, immovable object, via bale-twin or other, breakable 
medium. 
There are many quick release knots, the one pictured, the “Highwayman Hitch” is one I have a 
personal preference for, as the moment the rope is released it is free and clear from the tie 
point. 
The diagram (following page) does not show this however, it is useful in its clarity. For the 
purpose of the diagram the left side is the end connected to the horse the right side is the 
handler’s end.  
 
Note: when it is used with bale twine as anchor point, it is advantageous to pull both ends 
simultaneously, which prevents the twine spinning and twisting. 
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Ref; https://www.netknots.com/rope_knots 
  

 YARDS & PADDOCKS 

Safety 

Property Fenced, preferably not barbed, with fence clearly visible to horse. Lowest strand no 
lower than 450mm from ground. Area free of all holes, hazards or rubbish, especially glass, old 
wire and iron; should be close enough from residence to allow daily visits. 
Free of poisonous plants such as; Nagoora Burr (2 leaf stage), Devil’s Apple, Caster Oil Plant, 
Lantana, Cycads/zamias, Parthenium, Johnson Grass, Mother of Millions, Oleander, etc. 
An excess of tropical grasses such as buffel and panic, not interspersed with legumes and other 
grasses, may cause calcium depletion leading to bone porosity and such problems as ‘Bighead’ 

 

Paddock Ideally a minimum of 0.4 hectare (approx 1 acre). 

  Shelter from wind and rain. Shade from the sun and heat. 

  Water, ample drainage and ideally good grass. 

Yards & Stables Stables: should be at least 2.75metres high with a floor area of:   

12m2 (horses) 9m2 (ponies) 

Yard: minimum floor area as above.  

Both well-constructed and maintained. 

Clean bedding such as straw or wood shavings. 

Muck out and change bedding regularly – Lime is sweetener / deodoriser. 

Ample water provided away from entry/doorway and opposite feed. 

Stabled horses need regular exercise. 

Watering 

Dam or Creek 
 

Reasonable regular supply Risks -contamination, bogging, drought 

Troughs Clean water reasonable quantity Risks -sharp edges or self-watering failure 

Buckets 
 

Clean water, easily transported Risks - knocked over, small quantity 
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ROAD SAFETY FOR RIDERS & PONIES 
 

Horses are subject to the same traffic rules as other road users. 
 
Restive Horse Rule 

Has been reviewed in the past few years. Horses no longer have right of way, except in the 
circumstance of the horse becoming restive and difficult to control, then the rider or handler may 
raise the right hand to signal traffic to halt. 

 
It is advisable to teach riders to adhere to the following guidelines; 

 
DO ALWAYS 

 Wear a Helmet and have a bridle on your Pony 
 Let someone responsible know where you are going and how long you will be;  
 or leave a note. 
 Obey the traffic rules and signs 
 Keep to the left at all times unless there is a wide grass verge on the right-hand side. 
 Travel at a walk or a steady trot 
 If there is more than one of you riding, keep together but single file is the safest, especially 

in traffic. 
 Say “Thank you” if a motorist slows down for you. 
 Consider other people on the road. 
 Get back to the paddock before dark. 

When Crossing the Road  Halt 
   Look both ways 
   Cross smartly, at right angles when the road is clear. 

DON’Ts 

 Don’t go out without your parents’ knowledge or permission 
 Don’t go out until you can fully control your pony. 
 Don’t ride on footpaths or mown grass verges – except in an emergency. 
 Don’t ride more than two abreast. 
 Don’t canter on the road – it is dangerous and bad for your pony’s legs. 
 Don’t ride on busy roads without an experienced person. 
 Don’t take chances on bridges or narrow cuttings. 

 
Care After Riding 
 

Cool down is as important as warm up; allow a good 10 minutes of walk to allow muscles to 
cool and relax and lactic acid to be re-absorbed into the system. 

Horse should not be offered water until he is sufficiently cooled lest colic could occur. 

Neither should horse be washed unless the weather is sufficiently warm and the need is there 
(continual washing strips natural oils from the coat).  

After washing, remove all excess water from coat and keep clear of draughts and cold until dry. 

The animal should be thoroughly groomed and checked for soreness and injury. 

Then rug if applicable and stable or turn out into paddock. 

A ‘light feed’, containing plenty or roughage and little concentrate should then be given. 

The following day horse should be rechecked for soundness and injury. 
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CONFORMATION 
 
Suitability of Mount 

The most important requirement in selecting a horse is to choose an animal that is suited to the 
rider, the work required and the living conditions available. 
If the animal is to be kept in an open paddock throughout the year, it is unlikely that a larger, 
thoroughbred type will cope as well or as cost effectively as a smaller pony or Arab type. 
Temperament and age are also major factors to consider, young, green animals are rarely 
suitable for young or inexperienced riders. Aged horses will often make good schoolmasters or 
beginners’ mounts but may not be able to withstand intensive or hard work. 
Rarely do we find the perfect mount, however, if we consider the above, we will usually find 
something quite suited to our needs. 

Points to Check 

The animal should be basically pleasing to the eye; good shape, intelligent, alert and showing 
signs of good health; it should be in proportion – the length of the head, from behind the ear to 
the tip of the muzzle, should be equal to the length of the line of the girth from the back to the 
belly/ the stifle to the point of the hock/ the point of the hock to the ground/ the front chestnut to 
the ground and the side of an equilateral triangle formed between the stifle/ the point of the hip 
and the point of the buttock. A line from the point of the shoulder to the point of the buttock 
should be approximately two and a half times this length. 

Head Well set on, clean through the gullet, muzzle and nostrils good size and clean, eyes 
well set and with a kind expression, not too course through the jaw, ears well set on 
and alert and good width between the eyes. Face straight or slightly dished as with 
the Arab. 

Shoulders Shoulders strong, flat and sloping well back, narrowing into the withers. 
Neck  Strong and correctly muscled, well set on to shoulders, neither to long nor short. 
Chest Good width and depth, with ample girth, the breast should be well muscled and not 

over wide, as this is apt to cause a ‘rolling’ action. 
Back Short and horizontal, with high fine withers that extend well back, wide, strong loins, 

good muscling and ribs well sprung and carried back; there should be only a short 
space between the last rib and the point of the hip. 

Rump the croup long, wide and muscular as well as reasonably horizontal, though horses 
with sloping rumps are often considered good for jumping. Hips even. 

Legs Forelegs when viewed as a whole, should be vertical the elbow prominent with the 
forearm long muscular and upright. The knee should be big, and bony the back 
should stand well out while the front should be slightly forward of the forearm and 
cannon. When viewed from the front, the three should form a straight line. The 
cannon should be relatively short, strong, straight and clean cut, with tendons 
pronounced and parallel with the bone. The fetlock should be big and strong, while 
the pastern should be of medium length and of moderate slope, both should be free 
from any puffiness or irregularity. The coronary band should be clean and lead to a 
neat and healthy hoof. 

Hind legs Stifle should be strong and prominent and in line with the elbow. The gaskin should 
be powerful, long and wide leading to a large and clean-cut hock, which forms a 
straight line with the back of the cannon and is straight when viewed from behind. 
The lower leg should be as the forelegs, with slightly less slope in the pasterns and 
hooves. 

Feet Front feet should be almost round and slightly larger than the hind, which are more 
oval. The sole should be concave, with the heels well separated by an elastic and 
tough frog, which touches or is close to the ground. The front feet should face 
forwards, while the hind may turn out slightly. The angle of the front of the foot 
should be approximately the same as that of the pastern, slightly greater in the hind 
feet than the fore. 
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COMMON TERMS & CONFORMATION FAULTS  

HEAD ‘Parrot Mouth’ Upper lip/jaw is longer than and overshoots lower lip/jaw 

 ‘Roman Nose’ Course through upper line of face, denotes ‘common blood’. 
Eyes small & set to side of head 
Course through the jaw or jowl 

NECK ‘Ewe Neck’ Top line concave likely to be above the bit 

 ‘Swan Neck’ Long, thin and weak, tends to curve inwards towards the body 

 ‘Bull Neck’ Short and thick, not flexible and restrictive to length of rein 

SHOULDER ‘Loaded’ Heavy and fleshy, restricts movement 

 ‘Upright’ Straight ‘hard’ ride, restricts movement 

WITHER  Wide and flat or too high and narrow, creates saddling 
problems 

CHEST ‘Pigeon Chest’ Too narrow, poor stamina, lacking lung/heart room. 
Too wide, lumbering clumsy gaited. 

RIBS ‘Slab sided’ Flat, badly sprung 
Lacking depth or girth restricts lung/heart room 

BACK  Too long, weak prone to soreness 
Too short, strong but difficult for saddling 

 ‘Sway Back’ Excessively concave, weak but softer ride 

 ‘Roach Back’ Rising through to the croup, loins high set. Strong but ‘hard’ 
ride 

TAIL  Low, drooping or flabby dock 

LEGS: 

CANNON ‘Tied in below 
knee’ 

Does not allow room for tendons at back of knee 

 ‘Back at knee’ Sloping backwards, weak and prone to concussion injury 

FETLOCK  Roundness or puffiness usually denotes problems 

PASTERN  Short or upright, ‘hard’ ride, prone to concussion injury 

  Long or excessively sloping, weak prone to tendon problems. 

HOOF ‘Box’ or ‘Donkey’ Very Upright, narrow leads to concussion injuries 

 ‘Shelly’ Brittle often thin walls 

 ‘Pigeon’ or ‘Pin’ Turned in toes, weakness 

 ‘Splay Feet’ Turned out toes, will often cause ‘dishing; action 

 ‘Contracted 
Heels’ 

Weakness insufficient contact between frog and ground 

ELBOW  Too close or fleshy, inclined to galling and restricts movement 

KNEE ‘Calf knees’ Smallish and round 

 ‘Over at knee’ Knee tilting too far forward usually strong but unsightly 

 ‘Behind at Knee’ Knee tilting too far back, weak, puts strain on tendons 

 ‘Knock Kneed’ Tilting in towards each other, weak, puts strain on tendons 

HOCK ‘Sickle Hock’ Weak, excessive bend, not straight through back to cannon 

 ‘Curby Hocks’ Weak, thick above back tendon not straight through to cannon 

 ‘Cow Hocks’ Turned in, may cause weakness in mature horses 

QUARTERS ‘Split up behind’ Buttocks thin and insufficiently muscled 

THIGH  Too short, restricts movement and ‘tracking’ up 

 
General 

Conformation is important, however, we have yet to find the perfect horse, we must weigh up 
the degree and effect of each fault in comparison to the use required of the animal.  
Often the fault may not be sufficient to cause problems and conversely the temperament and 
reliability of an old horse may be of greater importance than our need for speed and agility. 
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AGEING BY TEETH 
 
The Teeth 

Total Teeth (not including wolf teeth):  Males – 40; Females 36. 
 
12 x Incisors; Front, Cutting teeth,  

4 central 2 upper,   2 lower 
4 Intermediate upper right/left,  lower right/left 
4 Corner or Lateral upper right/left,  lower right/left 

4 x Canines; Tushes; (rarely seen in mares)  
Situated behind incisors and forward of bars of mouth 
 upper right/left,  lower right/left 
 

12 x Molars and 12 x Pre-Molars; Rear, Grinding teeth 
12 Premolars (Front) 3 upper right, 3 upper left,  3 lower right, 3 lower left 
12 Molars (Back) 3 upper right, 3 upper left,  3 lower right, 3 lower left 

2 x Wolf teeth;  Situated top jaw slightly in front of molars; usually fall out early. 
Otherwise need attention. 

 
Interdental Space  Space between Incisors, Canines and Molars 
Deciduous Teeth  Milk Teeth are shed and replaced by Permanent Teeth 
Cup  Enamel covering on tip of incisors that wears away allowing darker 

inner tooth (Dental Star) to show through as horse ages. 
Galvane’s Groove  Darker strip that appears on upper lateral incisor. 

 
Reading the Signs 

Birth – 2 weeks 4 teeth = (2 top, 2 bottom) central deciduous incisors 
4-6 weeks 8 teeth = above plus 4 (2 top, 2 bottom) intermediate deciduous 

incisors 
6-10 months 12 teeth = above plus 4 (2 top, 2 bottom) lateral deciduous incisors 
12 months All deciduous teeth in wear 

 
2-2.5 years Eruption of 4 central permanent incisors 
3-3.5 years Eruption of 4 intermediate permanent incisors 
4-4.5 years Eruption of 4 lateral permanent incisors 
5 years All permanent incisors in wear 

 
6 years Central incisors begin to lose enamel cup 
7 years Intermediate incisors begin to lose enamel cup, appearance of hook 

on laterals 
8 years Laterals lose enamel cups; 

Dental Star appears in centrals;  
Incisors are starting to slope forward more 

9 years Appearance of Dental Star on intermediates; 
Seven-year hook is gone 

10 years Appearance of Dental Star on laterals; 
Appearance of Galvane’s Groove on upper lateral incisors 

15 years Galvane’s Groove halfway down upper lateral incisors 
 

20 years Galvane’s Groove down full-length upper lateral incisors 
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Ref: https://www.pinterest.com.au 
CARE OF TEETH 
 

Indications or Tooth Problems 
Dropping feed   Improperly chewed feed in manure   Biting problems 
Head tossing problems  Chewing difficulty    Losing condition 

Possible Causes  

Horses’ teeth, unlike human teeth, do not have nerves growing up into the teeth, which 
continue to grow throughout most of their lives; as a grazing animal, which grinds often dry 
and quite harsh feed, this can be a distinct advantage. However, sometimes the teeth, 
particularly the molar (grinding) teeth are prone to uneven wear. This problem is 
exacerbated by two problems, firstly our feeding of processed and more refined feeds and 
secondly and more markedly by the fact that the upper and lower molars of offset form one 
another meaning the two do not mesh exactly and therefore wear is not across the entire 
surface of the tooth. 
Teeth become uneven and develop sharp edges (outside-upper jaw, inside – lower jaw) 
that can rub and cut the tongue and mouth lining, as well as catching on and causing 
discomfort with the bit and feeding. 
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Treatment 

It is necessary to have the vet or qualified equine dentist to check the animal’s teeth that 
are causing problems for the animal. Once identified, damaged or sharp teeth may be filed 
back to eliminate sharp edges or problem teeth may be removed. 

 
RUGS, HOODS, ETC 
 
Types of Rugs 

Hood Used to cover face, head and neck, not recommended for paddocking. 
Neck rug Does not enclose the face or head, often used with a halter. 
Combo Rug and neck rug combined into one item. 
New Zealand Waterproof Canvas, used for paddocked animals, usually lined. 
Jute or Hessian Breathable, warm, aids removal of dead hair. 
Wool Warmth ideal for under rug or stabling. 
Doona Comes in grades for different chill factors. 
Rip Stop Can be canvas or light weight for sun protection. 
Antisweat After washing or cooling down. 
Shade Cloth Sun protection. 

Measuring for a Rug 

Measurement is taken from the centre of the chest back to the point of the buttock. 
It is advisable to also check the length of the drop as this varies markedly in some animals. 

Rugging Safety 

Pony Club recognises that there is differing opinions as to whether the front or the back of a rug 
should be secured first, however if the horse is secured by tying or holding the danger of the 
horse escaping with the rug half attached should be eliminated and either method can then be 
used. 

Rugging Process 

1. Ensure horse is securely tethered. 
2. Approach to shoulder of horse and place rug onto back in a slightly forward position. 
3. Open out rug, slide into place and buckle up.  
4. Ensure leg straps are crossed through each other to reduce tendency to rub inside hind 

legs. 
5. Release horse. 

To Remove Rug 

1. Secure horse. 
2. Undo hood/neck rug, Belly bands if applicable. 
3. Unbuckle and open front, re-thread tongue of strap back through buckle on same side*.  
4. Unclip straps, move to outside of rug and re-clip back to keepers. 
5. Fold back of rug back to waist and do same with front. 
6. If combo; start with folding neck rug and tail flat back before folding back and front. 
7. Lift rug off horse and hang to air with inside to outer. 
8. Rugs should be stored clean and dry when not in use. 
9. A stiff brushing will help to keep rugs free form hair and dirt. 

Other Considerations 

 If you start rugging for winter, you should continue to do so until the weather becomes milder. 

 Rugging horses in winter can save on feed bills. 

 Neck rugs and combos are a safer option than hoods in paddock situations. 

 Introduce rugging to horses quietly and calmly and always in an enclosed area. 

 Clips should be faced inward to prevent becoming blocked with manure, etc. 
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 *If front strap is not attached to rug, always slip strap back through buckle after unbuckling to 
prevent loss. 

 
BOOTS 
 
Types of Boots 

Closed Front Jumping Boot Protects shins, cannon and fetlock area 
Open Front Jumping Boot Does not protect shins, sometimes used to re-sensitise 
jumpers 
Bandagette/Shin & Ankle Protects shins and cannon area 
Tendon Boots Protects shins, cannon and fetlock area 
Bumper Boots Protects rear fetlock area 
Hock & Knee Boots Protects knees and bocks 
Brushing Boots/Fetlock Ring Protects inner fetlock area 
Fetlock Boots Protects fetlock area 
Bell Boot Protects coronary band and heel 
Float Boots Come in various lengths from coronet up to knee or gaskin 
Sports Medicine boot Protects shins, cannon and fetlock area also suspensory 
ligament 
Ice Boots Medicinal purposes 
Easy Boot To protect unshod hoof 

Considerations when Booting 

Boots are mainly used to prevent knock injuries, although “Sports Medicine” boots do offer a 
degree of support for the suspensory ligament. 
They come in various materials but because most do not breathe, care should be taken to 
ensure legs do not become over heated due to prolonged use. 
Remember boots should be last on and first off. 
Boots are not all one size and care should be taken to ensure the correct fit for each horse. 
 
When working around horses’ feet or legs – bend or squat NEVER sit or kneel. 

 
BANDAGES 

 
Types of Bandages 

Tail Bandage  Keeps hair clean & flat for showing. Protects rubbing and knocks for 
travel. 

Stable Bandage Protects from knock injuries; go from mid knee to below the fetlock 
Travel Bandage As above, but continues down over the coronary band for step injuries. 

Methods 

Tail Bandage Lay end of bandage onto top of dock, make one round, the fold down 
end (safety lock) and continue bandaging down the end of dock. Wind 
back up to centre then tie off to the outside. 

Exercise Bandage Apply cotton wool or other protective wrapping around leg. Commence 
with the same method as tail bandage, i.e. safety lock winding the 
bandage from right to left facing the horse to your left. Continue down to 
the outside. Exercise bandages are required to have more give than 
those used for stable or travelling. 

Stable/Travel As per above, but varying lengths. 

Safety Considerations 

Bandaging should only be done under the supervision of an experienced person.  
Injury such as tendon damage or worse can occur if bandages are applied too tightly. 
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Protective padding must be used under bandage; this evenly distributes pressure against 
tendons. 
Tail bandages should be released every three to four hours to prevent damage such as hair or 
even tail loss due to poor circulation. 
Bandages must be double stitched from top to bottom for the cross-country phase of horse 
trials. 

 
 
SADDLERY 

 
Types of Saddle 

Legal in Pony Club 
Dressage Straight cut, deep seat, allowing rider to sit deep and upright, ‘wrapping’ 

around the horse. 
Jumping Forward cut, shallower seat. Allows rider to bring knee forward and 

close angles of body. 
All Purpose An ideal pony club saddle combines and moderates features of the 

above. 
Poley Similar in cut to dressage but incorporates knee and thigh pads for 

stability. 
Cross-bred Poley Poley top, swinging fenders (detachable).  

NOT Legal in Pony Club 
Western Saddle horn, side fenders non- detachable ox bow stirrups. 

Points of Saddle 

Cantle, pommel, seat, gullet, waist, sweat flap, dress flap, skirt, girth points, stirrup bar, 
kneepad. 

Bridle 

Headpiece, browband, throat lash, cheek piece, bit, noseband, reins, also Micklen bridles 

Nosebands 

Cavesson, Dropped, Hanovarian or Flash, Mexican, Crossover or Grackle, Kineton, Comfitec, 
Lungeing 

Martingales 

Running, Irish, German or Market Harborough, the first two are legal in Pony Club, the latter 
only in training; Chambons, draw reins and tie-downs are not legal in Pony Club. 

Breast Plates 

Racing, Hunting and Stockman’s. All legal in Pony Club 

Girths 

Girth, Lonsdale and Surcingle, Cottage craft, webbing, leather, string, anti-gall, contoured, 
elastic surcingle, lunge roller. 

Stirrup Irons 

Safety, off-set, peacock, clogs breakaway, racing irons and ox bow that are a minimum of 
65mm at top, Racing Irons not legal in Pony Club. 

FITTING 

Saddles Gullet width, back clearance, even packing, centre of gravity, condition of tree, size 
of rider. 
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Bridle Size of bit, placement of bit, browband, headpiece and throatlatch clearance, 
Noseband around nose and cheekbone clearance. 

Martingales & Breast plates  
 Must not restrict movement of shoulders 

Must not break the straight line of the rein from the elbow to the bit 
Should not be too loose 
Must be used with keepers unless threaded type reins 

Irons  Detachable with approximately 10mm total clearance with boot 
If surcingle prevents the leather from coming free from stirrup bar breakaway stirrups 
are recommended 

Care 
Synthetic saddles and bridles can be simply washed with warm soapy water. 
Leather gear should be stripped and washed with saddle soap, then nourished with a 
good leather dressing on the raw or undressed side of the leather. 
Stitching, leather, buckles and other parts should regularly be checked for damage or 
wear. 
Girths should be kept clean to prevent galling, as should counter-lining. 

All gear must be used in the manner it which was intended to be used 
 
BITS AND BITING 
 

The advocated bit in Pony Club is a simple snaffle. 
Bits come in various sizes and should be measured to suit each pony’s mouth. 
Bits should be correctly placed in horse’s mouth, too low and they will allow the tongue over the 
bit or pull through the mouth; too high and they will cause discomfort and possible injury to 
animal’s mouth 

 
Types of Bits and Their Action 

Jointed Snaffle Acts in a nutcracker action on the bars and roof of the mouth. 

Mullen Mouth Snaffle Acts on the tongue and the bars of the mouth 

Rubber Mullen Mouth As above may cause rubbing on sides of mouth 

Port Mouth Snaffle Acts on the bars of the mouth those with high ports also act on 
roof of mouth. 

Tom Thumb Snaffle Less likely to pull through mouth or pinch lips than regular snaffles  

FM Snaffle As above, but with longer side pieces that are usually in keepers 
which then act as lever creating pressure on the poll 

French Snaffle and KK Link breaks the nutcracker action, KK has rounded profile 

Dr Bristol A severe bit with centre link set opposing to the French snaffle, 
putting added pressure on the tongue. 

Hollow Mouth Snaffle A milder bit that distributes pressure over a larger area, conversely 
the finer the bit the stronger the action. 

Gags Bars of the mouth plus pressure on the poll 
Dutch Gag As above, but ‘crank’ length adjustable 
Curbs Lever action, chain puts pressure on jaw 
Kimblewick or Spanish As above, a milder curb due to length of shank 
Egg Butt Unlikely to pinch mouth, tapered mouthpiece eases pressure on 

tongue 

Weymouth Curb bit used in conjunction with bridoon in a double bridle 

Bridoon Fine snaffle used with Weymouth in double bridle 
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Pelham A combination bit trying to emulate the above two must be used 
with equalisers 

 
Bits That Are Not Legal in Pony Club 

Western Bits, Hackamores, Racing bits, Altered bits or Twisted Snaffles with metal  

mouthpieces that are not smooth  
 

There are numerous other bits, many quite severe, Pony Club recommends that we stay with 
the milder bits whenever possible. We also prefer that if riders deviate from this, they 
understand the action of the bit they are using and are able to give a valid reason for using it. 

Care 

Bits should be washed in warm soapy water then rinsed thoroughly. 
They should be checked for wear at all moving pieces. 

NOTE 

Bits are only as severe as the hands using them; so please remember, until a rider has balance 
and an independent seat, many can be quite severe! 

 
 
HORSE HEALTH 
 
Indications of a Healthy Horse 

General appearance and behaviour normal for the particular animal. 
Eyes - bright and clear    Ears – Active, moving, alert 
Nostrils clean    Ears, eyes, and nostrils free of discharge 
Coat even and shiny    Tail carried in relaxed position and not rubbed 
Anus free of muck and discharge Respiration regular and appropriate 
Gums Pink    Eating normally 
Good overall condition    Sweating appropriately 
Clean, firm droppings. 

Health Indicators Negative 

Abnormal behaviour or respiration Discharge 
Heat or swelling    Abnormal droppings or urine 
Limping or stumbling    Rocking or swaying 
Restiveness, stamping    Glazed eyes 
Coughing    Soreness or abnormal sensitivity 
Patchy coat or tail rubbing  Poor appetite 
Pale gums    Inappropriate sweating or lack of 

Daily Routine 

Learn to observe your horse and become familiar with his normal behaviour patterns. 
Know his specific temperature (38º), Resting Pulse (36-42bpm) and Respiration (8-15bpm) 
Learn his recovery rate. 
Check daily for health indicators, also check both before and after exercise or transporting. 
Check for signs of lameness; -Resting of fore leg, foreleg sore nods when sound leg hits 
ground; 
Hind leg sore. Steps short will often drag tow and may throw head up when sore leg hits 
ground. 

Preventative Care 

Most illnesses and injuries can be avoided by good stable management practices. 
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Tidiness, cleanliness, gradual changes, knowledge of your horse’s needs and thoughtful, 
appropriate handling do much to reduce the risks of problems. 

First Aid Kit 

Most treatment by Pony Club members consists of basic first aid; the following is a suggested 
minimum for a suitable first aid kit. 

2 x small packets of cotton wool 2 x 10cm elastic bandages 
Bottle of antiseptic wash   Small bottle of methylated spirits 
Puff pack antiseptic powder  Small pack of both common and Epsom salt 
Zinc ointment    Sunscreen 
Tweezers, thermometer, Scissors, Sticking Tape 

Other useful items could be; eye ointment, colic drench (eg. Bi-carb), antiseptic cream, syringe. 
Generic brand sanitary pads are also a very useful item, being clean, absorbent and cheap. 

Types of Wounds 

 Laceration - tear,  

 Puncture – hole,  

 Abrasion – graze,  

 Contusion – bruise or blow 

Hosing 

A useful practice, cleans, cools and reduces swelling and bruising. 
NB Hosing should never be used in the case of Arterial Wounds, which are evident by 
blood spurting rather than oozing. These should be treated with the application of pressure 
at the site of the bleeding. 

When to Call a Vet –  

If you are unsure of diagnosis or treatment call your vet. 

Remain calm, describe the symptoms that present, ensure you give clear directions to the 
location of the horse.  
Follow the vet’s instructions and keep the horse as quiet as possible until the vet arrives. 
Check for any requirements they have on arrival: eg bucket clean water etc. 
 

WORMS & WORMING 
 
Types of Worms 

Small strongyles or red worm, Large strongyles, Round worm, Pin Worm, Bot Worm, Tape 
Worm, Stomach Worm, Lung Worm, Neck Threadworm, Stomach Hairworm, Intestinal 
Threadworm 

Life Cycle (stongyles) 

Eggs are passed in manure    Eggs hatch and become larva manure    Larva move  

onto vegetation manure    Horse ingests larva with feed manure    Larva feed and 

mature within horse manure     Eggs are laid inside horse manure    Cycle restarts 

Symptoms 

Loosing condition, Ill thrift, Tail rub, Poor coat, Dull eye, Lacking energy, Colic, Cough; Death! 

Treatment 

Recent studies have found that a focused worming program that identifies the worm carriers is 
more effective than those previously used methods of control. The cornerstone of the new worm 
control method is performing a worm egg count, and from this determining if your horse has 
worms, how many worms and what type of worms. It is now recognized that in adult horses 
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80% of the worm burden is carried by 20% of the horses in a population. An adult horse’s 
immune system keeps worm numbers in check, and a low worm burden is an advantage as it 
keeps the immune system primed to recognize and deal with worms as they are picked up from 
the pasture. Another advantage of not treating with drench when your horse has a low worm 
burden is that it means that there are worms in the horse’s environment that have not been 
exposed to certain drenches, helping to prevent the development of drench resistance. 

Remember to also: 

 Change wormers regularly. 

 Use Boticide in Bot season,  

 Treat for Tape Worms annually  

 Ivomectin is also a miticide and less likely to build up resistance.  

 Clean up manure regularly and rotate paddocks where able. 

 Feed up off ground  

Other considerations can be: 

 Size of paddock versus number of stock carried. 

 Mixed grazing with cattle   

 Age of horse (young horses need more frequent worming)  

 Weather conditions 

NB: some horses may be allergic to particular wormers, try small quantity before using full dose. A 
dab on the inside of the lip will quickly turn red or react if there is allergy. 

Best Wormers for Each Worm Type 
 

 Ivermectin Pyrantel Fenbendazole Moxidectin 

Small Strongyles/Red Worm Y Y Y Y 
Encysted Red Worm   Y Y 
Large strongyles Y Y Y Y 
Tapeworm  Y   
Roundworm Y Y Y Y 

Pinworm Y Y Y Y 

Bots Y    
Stomach Worm Y  Y  

Lungworms Y    

Neck Threadworm Y    
Stomach Hairworm Y  Y (double dose)  

Intestinal Threadworm Y 
Y (double 

dose) 
  

Ref: https://www.medicanimal.com 

 
Due to the development of resistance in worms to individual active ingredients, it is now 
recommended that combination worming products are used that combine active ingredients from 
two or more of the above groups. As praziquantel is only effective against tapeworms, products 
which contain this should not be considered a combination, unless a third ingredient is present. 

The time of year should also be considered when choosing a worming product. All horses should 
receive a broad-spectrum wormer that includes ivermectin and praziquantel in late autumn to 
ensure that tapeworm and bots are eliminated at a time when horses are unlikely to become re-
infested.  By contrast, a drench containing a “mectin” can be avoided in summer as bots are in the 
fly stage of their lifecycle and not present in the horse’s gut to be susceptible to wormer. 

 
REFER ALSO LEVEL ‘C” WORKBOOK CHART - COMMON AILMENTS & PROBLEMS 
 

This should be completed prior to assessment 
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TROOP DRILL 
 
Purpose 

Based on cavalry drill, troop drill is used to move a number of riders from one point to another, 
in a safe and controlled manner. 
It is best practised for a short time, (15 -20 mins) at the start of each rally to ensure both 
instructors and riders are familiar with the procedures and commands. 
Troop drill is mostly ridden in straight lines with all riders turning at the same corner point 

 
The Troop 

It is important to remember if you make a mistake then the Command ‘As you were’ stops the 
troop 

Command  “Troop – as you were”   
 
A TROOP is formed when riders are in a line, shoulder to shoulder, facing the same direction 
and approx 1 metre apart. 

*I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  
  front 
 

Command    “Riders Form Troop Line” 
 
The Troop then NUMBERS OFF, (always done from the rider on the right of the troop*) each 
rider clearly calling their number with their head turning to the next rider on their left as they do 
so. 

Command    “Troop - From the right – Number Off” 
 
It is also important, at this time, to identify the rider in the centre of the troop line who will act as 
the CENTRE GUIDE for realigning the troop line.  

Command  “Centre Guide Prove” 

Command   “Eyes Front”  is then given after the prove 
 
With young riders, we also get them to SPACE OFF using their outstretched left arm as a guide 
to the distance for the rider on their left. 

Command  “Troop – Space Off” 
 

 
SECTIONS are formed by dividing the troop into groups of four.  

    *IIII*IIII*IIII*IIII*IIII 
      front 

This is done by riders numbering off in groups of four, again from the rider on the right of the 
troop* each rider calling their number from one to four until all riders are numbered, including 
any odd amount at the end. 

Command  “Troop – Tell off by sections- From the right – Number” 
 

 
HALF SECTIONS comprise two riders and are numbered in a similar manner. 

*II*II*II*II*II*II*II*II*II*II 

Command  “Troop - Tell off by half-sections- From the right – Number” 
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SINGLE FILE is when riders are in a line one behind the other, at 2 metre intervals 

  ---> ---> ---> ---> ---> ---> ---> ---> front 

 
We do not form single file until numbering is completed and we only form it when riders are 
moving forward to enable space to form for horses to move into. 

Command  “Troop – On the Command form single file” then “Form single file” 
 
Moving The Riders 

 
Increase and decrease in pace are always preceded by preparing the riders with  

Command    “Prepare to” 

Eg    “ Prepare to- trot march ” followed by “Trot march”  etc 
 
Troop drill works on straight lines and right-angle corners When TURNS are executed from the 
same point from sections, half sections or single file, then they are called (WHEELS) 
However, when a troop line is asked to “Wheel” all riders turn at once. 
If you wish to turn the troop and form sections or half sections at the same time, from a troop 
line, then the  

Command   “Sections (half-sections) Right/Left”  is used. 
 
If the wrong command is accidentally given then the  

Command   “As you were”  is used 
 
Once the command is given, the MARCH is carried out at the walk, trot or even canter as the 
riders progress in proficiency. 
 
The instructor should pre-empt commands by using  

Command   “On the Command”  
 
however, if the riders are being asked for a change of pace or to mount or dismount, then  

Command   “Prepare to”  is used 
 
Commencing from a troop line to take the riders forward we then may use- 

“On the Command” ;  followed by  “Troop- walk (trot) march;”  

“Form sections-walk march”  or     “Form single file-walk march”  etc 

When the Command is given 
“Troop- walk march”    

All riders walk forward in a straight line  

or in the case of; 

“Form sections - walk march”  “Form single file - walk march”    

“ Form single file -walk march”, etc 

The first section, half section or rider will move forward, the next group/rider will fall in directly 
behind them at 2 metre intervals (This spacing should be maintained throughout the drill) 
 
Similarly, if the instructor wishes to turn the riders as they move forward then begin with 
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“On the Command”;  followed by “Form sections- to the left/right - walk march” 
or   “Form single file- to the left/right- walk march” 
etc 

The Command is then given repeating the instructions: 

“Form sections- to the right - walk march” etc 

The first section, half section or rider will move forward and turn right; the next group/rider will 
fall in directly behind them again at 2 metre intervals 
 
Troop lines are best only being turned while riders are already moving forward, rather than 
from a stationary position.  

 
Once the riders are on the move, turns are simply executed by each division (section, half 
section or single rider) turning at the same place thus keeping right angle corners.  
A troop line however, executes a pivoting movement, with the inside rider virtually marking time, 
while the outside riders all look inward and increase their pace to maintain the troop line. This is 
referred to as a Wheel: - 

Command   “To the left (right) wheel” etc. 
 
To form smaller divisions, i.e. troop line down to sections etc, the first division continues 
forward, while the next division slows and falls in directly behind them, this is repeated until all 
riders have formed into the new divisions.  
As before: 

Command    “On the command - form half sections”   

The Command is then given 

Command   “Form half sections” 

Should odd numbers occur they follow on as if part of an entire division. 
  
To reform into a troop line, sections or half sections after being divided into smaller groups; 
the riders in the rear always ride up on the left-hand side of the group in front of them, 
thus retaining their correct, numbered position.  
The command is virtually the same as to divide the division  

Command   “On the command - form sections” etc   

Command  “Form sections” 

Division and reforming may also be executed during turns by simply giving the necessary 
commands eg:  

Command   “On the command – sections- left wheel”  

Command    “Sections- left wheel” 
  
This can look quite impressive if riders are in sections and the commands  

“On the command – troop- left wheel” followed by  “Troop- to the left’    

are given thus, instructing all riders to turn at the same time and reform into a troop line 
 
It should be noted that only left turns keep the numbering in the correct sequence when 
reforming into half sections, sections or a troop line. 
 
Should the command ‘Troop to the right’ be accidentally given then ‘Sections left’ will correct 
the error. 
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Whenever the troop line is reformed the riders realign themselves on the centre marker who 
holds their right arm out in front while continuing to ride straight forward; the rest of the riders 
look into this rider for ‘dressing’  

Command    “Centre guide prove”  

Followed by  

Command    “Eyes front” 

Once the line is straight, the guide drops his arm and all riders look to the front 
  

Preparing To Mount Or Dismount 
 
Rein Drill as per Pony Club Method is used for all mounting and dismounting in Troop Drill. 
 
Dismounting 

To dismount from a troop line;  
The troop is first halted, then the  

Command    “Prepare to dismount”   is given; -  

1. The odd numbers ride forward two horse lengths from the line, the even numbers remain 
where they have been halted. 

2. All riders shorten their reins as for dismounting and place their right hand on the pommel of 
the saddle, with the thumb under the gullet and the fingers pointing towards the ground, 
lastly  

3. Riders disengage their right foot from the stirrup iron. 

Command    “Dismount “    is then given. 

1. All riders now dismount,  
2. Using correct rein drill, take the reins over the horse’s head.  
3. Complete the rein drill 
4. The even numbers, (without being told), will then lead their horses forward into their 

place between the odd numbers. 
 
To Dismount from Sections 

1. Each pair of riders (1&2 / 3&4) turn their horses outwards (1&2 right / 3&4 left)  
2. 2&3 move their horses one length away and  
3. 1&4 move their horses two lengths away  
4. All prepare to dismount as above 

Command    “Dismount “    is then given. 

1. All riders now dismount,  
2. Using correct rein drill, take the reins over the horse’s head.  
3. Complete the rein drill  
4. Riders then move their horses back into place beside the others. 

 
To Dismount from Half Sections 

1. Each rider turns their horse outwards,  
2. Dismounts  
3. Resumes position, 

To Dismount from Single File  

1. There is no need to move from formation, only to prepare as above. 
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Mounting 
The Same formations are used for mounting with riders commencing rein drill to the point of 
facing the horse’s hip, standing level with the horse’s shoulder with the stirrup in the right hand, 
when the command Prepare to mount is given. 

 
REIN DRILL 

Mounting: 

1. Commence with standing at the horse’s shoulder holding the reins, as if to lead the 
horse. The right hand is level with the bit holding both reins. The little finger is to the 
outside of the off-rein, the ring finger divides the reins, the reins then feed under the 
middle and index finger before going between the index and the thumb. The rein passes 
across the front of the rider and into the left hand, approximately 25cm from the end, 
between the thumb and the index finger and across the closed palm, which is closed and 
facing downwards. 

2. Ensure the stirrups are down ready for mounting. 
3. The off-side rein is released from the right hand, which retains a firm grip on the near-

side rein, which is held in a closed hand under the thumb and little finger as for normal 
rein grip.  

4. Simultaneously, the rider uses the left hand to open the reins by laying it across the front 
of the palm but behind the thumb and little finger. The hand is slid to the buckle and 
fanned out to open the aperture.  

5. The rider turns to the horse and while retaining the hold with the right hand, uses the left 
hand to carefully thread the buckle end of reins over the horse’s head as follows: off-side 
nostril, near-side nostril, off-side ear, near-side ear, down the neck to the whither, ending 
by pulling down on the near-side to shorten the slack on the off-side of the neck. 

6. Rider then changes hands by taking correct rein hold the near-side rein, near the bit with 
the left hand and uses the right hand to reach over/under the horse’s neck to straighten 
the off-side rein up as far as the whither. 

7. The left hand then slides up the near-side rein to the whither, where the off-side rein is 
also placed in that hand. The right hand places the loose end of the rein to the off-side  

8. The rider then takes the near-side stirrup into the right hand, turning the back towards 
themselves. 

9. The left foot is then placed into the stirrup and the right thumb is tucked under the 
pommel with the hand gripping the top of the pommel prepared to dismount. 

10. The rider then swings lightly onto the horse, if necessary grabbing the off-side of the 
saddle near the skirt. NB The cantle should never be used to assist with mounting. 

11. Once aboard the right leg neatly slides into the off-side stirrup and the rider takes the 
reins in both hands. 

Dismounting: 

1. Rider places both reins into left hand, using correct rein hold. The right hand is positioned 
with right thumb tucked under the pommel with the palm of the hand gripping the top of 
the pommel. The right foot is removed from stirrup and for juniors, release their left foot 
also. The tail end of reins is placed on the near side.  

2. Rider dismounts by lightly vaulting (adult steps off in one smooth motion,) to the ground, 
landing facing the saddle. 

3. The right hand now takes charge of the reins coming over and just behind the left hand, 
which is now slid down the near-side rein, knuckles down, rein in palm and over the 
thumb and little finger, knuckles downward, to a position next to the bit. 

4. The right hand now fans out the end of the rein to the buckle and threads the reins over 
the off-side ear, near-side ear, off-side nostril, near-side nostril and places onto the top of 
the left wrist. 

5. The right hand now takes charge of the reins, the little finger is to the outside of the off-
rein, the ring finger divides the reins, the reins then feed under the middle and index 
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finger before going between the index and the thumb. The left hand is turned away from 
the rider and catches the reins with the thumb and the palm of the hand in a scooping 
motion as is turned palm upwards back into the rider. 

6. The rein is then dropped onto the ring and little finger, while the thumb and remaining 
fingers are used to straighten and align the reins, before holding them in the starting 
position approx 25cm from the end.  

7. The dismount ends with the horse being stepped forward to square them up. 
 
 
OTHER NOTES 

 


